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Abstract—Providing personalized e-learning environment is normally relying on a domain model representing the knowledge to be acquired by learners and learners’ characteristics to be used in the personalization process. Therefore, constructing the domain model and understanding the characteristics of the learners are very crucial in such an environment. With the inclusion of social collaboration tools for collaborative learning activities, the generated data during conversations enrich with valuable information to be used for personalization. However, when considering chat conversations as a source for constructing the domain model, there is a need to perform a mining technique for chat conversations in order to extract the semantic relations from the user-generated contents hidden inside these conversations. As well as the learner’s characteristics like learning style and knowledge level expressed during conversations. Thus in this paper, we are aiming for the best utilization of chat conversation by proposing a model containing a rule-based technique as a form of mining technique. This mining aims at extracting the semantic relations to build the domain model as an ontology-based depiction. In addition, the mining model is proposed to perform some collaborative filtering techniques to identify the learning styles and knowledge level of the learners.
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1 Introduction

The use of collaboration tools for discussion and learning is very common nowadays. With the adoption of collaboration scenario during learning, learners enrich chat conversations with valuable data related to the domain under discussion. As well as information related to learners’ characteristics such as preferences, learning style, and knowledge level. Thus, there is a need for the best utilization of this valuable data in an effective way to support the learning process. However, to extract useful information to provide personalized e-learning environment, there is a need to collect these conversations and analyze them [1]. To do so, the mining technique is required. This involves applying some important tasks to the data to be suitable for information extraction. These tasks are; the preprocessing of the collected data, the term/concept
extraction, relationship discovery, representation of extracted concept and relations, and finally collaborative filtering task [2]. The preprocessing task is the cleaning step of the collected data to be more meaningful. The term or concept extraction and relationship discovery are the required tasks to build the domain ontology.

The domain ontology is commonly used as a source of knowledge for information retrieval from semi or unstructured text [3] like chat conversations. Ontology is a formal modeling pattern showing how different concepts are related within the same domain [4]. The semantic relationship among discussed concepts during collaboration depends on the syntactic structure of language (written text or message). Thus building the domain model requires determining the feature extraction as the language components and type of relations [4]. This process needs to ensure that the extracted concepts and relationships are semantically mapped against a domain description which normally described in the form of ontology [5]. Capturing the hidden concepts and relations within the domain requires utilizing an information extraction tool which incorporates social media contents and lexicalized grammar perceptions like GATE software. GATE has a special version/issue for social media analysis called TwitIE. TwitIE relies on a specialized set of rules for recognizing the hashtags and user mentions in chat conversations [6]. GATE also use a set of hand-coded rules to extract the semantic relations from the text [7].

Overall, providing personalized e-learning based on constructed domain ontology considering chat discussion is a sophisticated task. Such a task requires not only building the domain ontology but also performing some collaborative filtering techniques to identify the learner's characteristics like learning style and knowledge level. These characteristics are the key parameters to provide the personalized learning package based on the grouping of learners. The current state-of-the-art of personalized e-learning supports the acquisition of domain ontology utilizing chat discussion or focuses mainly on a single parameter (knowledge level) [8], [9]. However, few existing systems can support the automatic analysis of multiple parameters using chat discussions. Besides, the utilization of generated content is limited and not fully consumed [10].

Therefore, the aim of this paper is to deliberate the best utilization of the data in chat conversation to deliver personalized e-learning. The proposed mining model in this paper aims at structuring a predefined domain ontology from chat conversations or discussions during collaborative learning activity by identifying the concepts and semantic relations exist among them. To provide the personalized package, collaborative filtering task will be performed to identify two parameters which are learning style and knowledge level.

The paper is structured as follow: Section 2 provides a background of the main concepts used in the paper. Section 3 discusses some works carried out by other researchers in the field of a mining chat conversation. Section 4 explains in details the mining model for semantic relation extraction and ontology representation including the rule-based algorithm adopted and process to reach personalization. Section 5 discusses the experiments carried out to evaluate the proposed model with a scenario about the collaboration process using the collaborative learning tool. The paper is concluded in section 6 along with the proposed work for the future.
2 Background

1.1 Chat conversations for collaborative learning activities and personalization

Collaboration among students is an important element of learning. Collaborative learning experiences emphasize the concept of activities [2]. Performing any learning activity requires working with other learners. The interaction of learners via discussions and sharing contents take place through different online services [11].

Existing online services for discussion and collaboration like social media tools (facebook, twitter, ...etc) are varied in features and structure. Despite the availability of generating different types of annotations using existing services, it is more valuable to use a structured tool. The structured tool helps to provide more concise and easy to analyze annotations. Such a tool can enrich the chat conversation with features to generate and store the different types of annotations in a structured manner.

The chat conversations generated during collaborative learning task is a very valuable source of information for personalization purpose. Such conversations might contain information about the domain under discussion as well as information about learners’ characteristics. To extract this information, there is a need to construct the domain ontology from the concepts or terms mentioned during discussions and relationships between them.

1.2 Mining chat conversation

With the aid of data mining and proper analysis of chat conversation, the valuable hidden information about learners and discussed topics can be attained [1], [2]. Chat mining as an application of text mining deals with the text or messages extracted from chat conversation [12] took place between actors. The discovery of knowledge or information (mining) from chat conversations can be performed by different techniques. Considering text mining, natural language processing (NLP) techniques must apply to understand natural language (text shared via SM) by the computer to create meaningful and structured information [13]. Modern NLP libraries use machine learning techniques like genetic algorithms, neural networks and support vector machines [14]. They can process a sentence, a paragraph, or an entire page of natural text and perform many operations such as tokenization, chunking, sentence segmentation, named entity extraction and parsing [6]. Text Mining includes tasks like; text categorization, text clustering, concept entity extraction (identify domain-specific terms), sentiment analysis, and entity relation modeling [15].

1.3 Domain ontology

Ontology has been used in the e-learning field in various ways depending on the task it serves [16]. For example, ontology can be adopted in the area of personalization by describing learner’s information or profile including tracking learner’s per-
formance and selected learning resources. Ontologies can also describe a course content as a representation of course [17].

There are many existing definitions for ontology based on the application contexts and applied communities. For the purpose of this study, we are adopting the definition suggested in [18] which states that “An ontology defines the basic terms and relations comprising the vocabulary of a topic area as well as the rules for combining terms and relations to define extensions to the vocabulary”. According to this definition, identifying the vocabularies representing the concepts related to the domain and the relations between the concepts is very important to construct the ontology. As social media involved and due to the need for semantic representation for data, an ontology-based model is incorporated for collecting and managing the data. Ontology is best suited for information extraction from text and chat conversations [19].

1.4 Semantic relations

Semantic relations are commonly used in most systems to represent knowledge and process information with reasoning features. For natural language processing (NLP) applications, acquisition, description, and formalization of semantic relations are required [20]. In order to identify the semantic relations, there is a need to find linguistic means exist in the texts. Normally the target relation to be discovered is a defined named relation expressed in the text either explicitly or implicitly.

There are different types of predefined named relations which can hold between concepts. When considering collaboration and pedagogical perspective, we should be able to define the relations which might exist among the components of learning activity tasks. The activity mainly consists of three main components which are: the main concept of the learning activity, the terms of concepts related to/part of the main concept and the resources or learning objects explaining those terms of concepts [2]. The types of semantic relations can describe a hierarchical relationship between concepts like Part-whole (PartOf), Kind-of, Has-a and Is-a relations [4]. They can also model a semantic connection like Hyponym and Hypernym relations or causality connection like Cause-Effect relation [20]. In addition to a pedagogical relation like Prerequisite which describes an order or association relationship [17].

These relations can be extracted using the rule-based technique. The extraction rules specify a pattern by capturing the relations that identify specific lexical elements in a text such as keywords [3]. The extraction and description of relations from textual data like chat messages require applying some text mining and algorithms [20].

3 Related Work

Mining chat conversation in general and in education, in particular, has been targeted by many researchers. For example, the authors in [21] developed a text mining tool which can identify patterns of interactions socially and semantically. The analysis of the chat conversations aiming at identifying the discussed topics and people in-
Another approach proposed by [19] presents an ontology-based chat logs analyses. The approach integrates knowledge processing mechanism with natural language processing and discourse analysis based on Bakhtin’s concepts. The approach aims at detecting the chat topics, the threads of discussion and the important utterances. In addition, it visualizes the learners’ contributions as a graph representation.

Aiming at predicting the students’ final performance from online discussion participation, the researchers in [22], proposes the use of different data mining approaches like collecting data from the Moodle forum (twice during the course), pre-processing of data, predicting (classification and clustering) and interpreting by applying classification models, clustering models and mining association rules. This approach used only the messages which contain contents related to the course subject to improve the accuracy of classification.

The mining approaches have also been applied in [23] to analyze MOOC discussion forum messages. This analysis is aiming at identifying cognitive learning information. The researchers proposed a model to link the messages in MOOC discussion forums to a learning taxonomy. This model is targeting the identification of the different types of learning interactions taking place in forum conversations.

A text mining approach to constructing a domain ontology for representing the educational domain is proposed in [24]. The purpose of the domain model is to help students in making the choice of their desirable concepts. The suggested work focuses on modeling rich domain based on relationship types. The approach targeted the extraction of domain-oriented terms (object, attributes, entities, data models, the occurrence of terms) using different sources like text, web pages or databases. Examples of relationship discovery are is-a, Has_part, and Has-subpart.

Recently a work carried out in [25], focused on analyzing chats conversations generated between teachers and learners as an example of educational and argumentative dialogues. It aims at identifying the most important discussed threads from the extracted scientific threads.

Despite the efforts carried out by researchers in the field of mining chat conversation throughout the years, we totally agree with the issues pointed out in [10], which states that there is an ignorance of taking full advantages from the Social Web during the collaboration support for learning. More specifically the lack of utilization of the actual content of the generated messages during collaboration. Thus, the research presented in this paper focuses on the best utilization of the generated content to construct the domain model and understand the learner’s characteristics. Consequently, provide personalization feature for the individual learner. To achieve this task, the proposed mining model in this paper aims at structuring a predefined domain ontology from chat conversations or discussions during collaborative learning activity by identifying the concepts and semantic relations exist among them. To provide the personalized package, collaborative filtering task will be performed to identify two parameters which are learning style and knowledge level. The description of the proposed model is presented in the following section (section 4).
4 Mining Model for Semantic Relation Extraction and Ontology Representation

This section discusses the mining model followed to extract information from the chat conversations (see Figure 1). The model consists of four main activities which start with a collection of chat messages either from one collaboration tool or multiple tools. Next, performing pre-processing as a mean of text mining technique to clean the collected data. Then, building the domain ontology based on the extracted concepts and semantic relations from the preprocessed chat messages. Finally, identify two learner’s characteristics (knowledge level & learning style) as a mean of the collaborative learning task. All these activities/tasks will be discussed below.

Fig. 1. Mining Model for Extracting Information from a Chat Conversation

4.1 Collecting chat messages

The proposed approach is applicable to data collected from one or many collaboration tools. For collecting data from multiple tools (SM), an aggregation and mapping mechanism should take place to generate a single file aggregation data from different tools [26]. The suggested aggregation and mapping methodology are based on the concept of matching operation. To perform any matching operation, the files (JSON/XML) extracted from social media platforms (using API) will be compared to find the similarity in the attributes using the matching mechanism. To do so, an input
alignment needs to be identified. In the matching process, external resources such as WordNet is used to find the gloss of the synonym attributes. In addition to the external resources, defined matching parameters like (weight and threshold) is required to identify the degree of similarities between attributes. The full details about this aggregation are presented in the previous publication [2]. However, for this paper, the data is collected from one application (PerLCol collaborative learning tool) as it is going to be discussed in the experiment section. The data collected from the tool are the form of different annotations like comments, question/answer, rating (expressed opinion) and shared resources.

The collected data needs to be pre-processed to be ready to extract useful information. The preprocessing of data includes two main tasks to complete which are tokenization and POS tagging.

4.2 Pre-processing

Tokenization: The first step in the pre-processing task is the tokenization of the text. Tokenization is the task of splitting the input text into very simple units, called token. This is a required step in any linguistic processing application. Tokenization involves sentence boundary detection, simple white space identification, and name recognition. In addition, tokenization for social context also requires treating hashtags, URLs, and emoticons [27][13]. The TwitIE tokenizer follows Ritter’s tokenization scheme [28]. This scheme treats abbreviations (e.g. RT, ROFL) and URLs as one token each. Hashtags and user mentions are two tokens if they occur in a sentence, plus a separate annotation HashTag covering both [GATE].

When considering the social media tools as a source for the collected data, the existence of linguistic noise is high. Thus, identifying the correct words/forms of the orthographic errors is important before moving to the next task which is the POS tagging. GATE is using Han et al approach as a lookup dictionary to normalize the text. The dictionary includes well known correctly-spelled terms, and refer to in-vocabulary (IV) and out-of-vocabulary (OOV) terms with respect to this dictionary. For example, the misspelled words like “2mor row”, info, abt, u, etc, are corrected as Tomorrow, Information, About, You respectively.

For example, the message “i need more info abt waterfall model” will be tokenized and normalized as shown below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>Need</th>
<th>More</th>
<th>Info</th>
<th>Abt</th>
<th>waterfall</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Need</td>
<td>More</td>
<td>Information</td>
<td>About</td>
<td>waterfall</td>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

POS tagging: The tokenized text is now ready to perform the POS tagging task. lexical-morphological analysis has to be done using a POS (Part-of-Speech) tool. POS specifies if a term is a verb, a pronoun, an adjective, an adverb, a noun. etc. TwitIE contains an adapted Stanford tagger trained on tweets tagged with the Penn TreeBank (PTB) tagset [29]. Extra tag labels have been added for retweets, URLs, hashtags and user mentions incorporating two existing POS taggers [28] and [30]. To improve the tagging, TwitIE is equipped with a gazetteer lookup and a normalizer [29]. Combin-
ing normalization, gazetteer name lookup with the Twitter-specific POS tags, improve the tagging of the user-generated content on SM applications like Twitter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I</th>
<th>Need</th>
<th>More</th>
<th>Info</th>
<th>Abt</th>
<th>waterfall</th>
<th>Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRP</td>
<td>VB</td>
<td>JJ</td>
<td>NN</td>
<td>IN</td>
<td>NN</td>
<td>NN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The above is an example of POS tagging for a comment written by a learner.

In case of question/answer annotation, the learner can ask a question like what about REQ phase? And other learners can answer the question. The idea behind using question/answer annotation is to understand the level of knowledge. As well as helping the learner to construct knowledge and clarify their doubts. The question now is how to use this type of annotation to estimate the knowledge level?

The idea is based on the concept of asking question resulted from a lack of understanding of a specific concept/s. Besides, answering question/s indicates a good level of understanding of the concept/s. Therefore, the more the learner is asking the question, the more he/she having doubts and concerns. In addition, the more the learner is answering the questions, the more he/she has knowledge.

Analyzing the Q/A annotation requires extracting the used keywords (noun/verb) in the question to identify the related concept.

```
what About REQ phase ?
what About Requirement phase ?
WP IN NN NN SYM
```

The given answers need to be analyzed to identify the related concept and level of knowledge shared by the learner. The analysis of the answers is similar to the one for comments. Analyzing the questions is aiming at identifying the type of question and the related concept by recognizing the (noun/verb). As for the answers, the analysis is similar to the comment annotation. The target in this analysis is to identify the concept/s contained in the statement. The output of this step is cleaned well-structured annotations ready to be analyzed to build the domain ontology. To transform and build the domain ontology, two tasks need to be performed, the concept extraction and relation discovery. These tasks are important to construct the structure of the domain ontology which consists of concepts and relations between them.

### 4.3 Domain ontology building

After preprocessing the annotations, tasks related to extracting the concepts and discovering the relationship between them is needed to build the domain ontology. This task is aiming at identifying relevant triples (pairs of concepts connected by a relation) which can be integrated into the predefined ontology. The following sections discuss in details the techniques for concept extractions and relations discovery.

Taking the example of performing a collaborative learning activity, the semantic relations for this type of task is shown in Figure 2. This learning activity has a list of vocabularies representing terms or concepts related to the LA. This relation called
HasPart, which means that the term/concept is part of the LA. These concepts/terms can be also related to each other using the IsRequiredBy relation. Another connection is the HasResource relation where each concept/term connect to a learning object (LO) using the HasResource relation. Identifying these concepts and relations will be using concept extraction and relationship discovery as explained below.

Fig. 2. Semantic Relations in Learning Activity Model

**Term/concept extraction:** The goal of this step is to select domain terms, which are relevant to the domain description. There are two main concepts need to be recognized in this step (Named Entity & Terms). Entity Recognition is all about recognizing and classifying key Named Entities and terms in the text. Named Entity is a Person, Location, Organization, Date, etc. Whereas, the term is a key concept or phrase that is representative of the text. Term extraction is a very crucial step in building the domain model. The determination of the terms is depending on the list of terms defined in gazetteer lookup and the tagged nouns in POS tagging. POS Tagging is one of the important features which can be adopted for concept extraction as a language dependent feature [31], [32]

As discussed before in POS tagging, the concept extraction requires identifying the terms which are represented as NN (nouns). Besides, to recognize these terms, a lookup mechanism is performed using gazetteer. Gazetteer is one of the components in the GATE. This component consists of predefined lists of terms such as cities, organizations, days of the week, etc. It not only consists of entities but also of names of useful indicators, such as typical company designators (e.g. ‘Ltd.’), titles, etc. The gazetteer lists are compiled into finite state machines, which can match text tokens.

To perform the task of concept extraction, the terms which are related to the domain (main concept/terms of concepts) should be added to the gazetteer. For example, in the case of the waterfall model, the terms to be added are “waterfall model, requirements, analysis, design, implementation, testing, maintenance”.
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For example, the messages shared by a learner as “The model has six processing activities, requirements, analysis, design, implementation, testing & maintenance.”

Looking up for the existence of these terms (nouns) in the generated message based on the list in the gazetteer. See sample messages below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>I think this model works well for smaller projects where requirements are very well understood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I need more information about waterfall model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The model has six processing activities, requirements, analysis, design, implementation, testing &amp; maintenance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>We should start with requirement, because design is to allocate requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Let’s start thinking about design architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hi all, can anyone help me to know the concepts in design phase of waterfall model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What about requirement phase?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Can we start with the design phase?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Semantic relation discovery:** Relation extraction from text aims at detecting and classifying semantic relations between entities according to a predefined entity and relation type system or an ontology [33]. In our case, an ontology has been defined.

Discovering relationships between extracted concepts/terms is refers to identifying linguistic or conceptual relationships among their terms/concepts [20]. Such extraction depends mainly on verbs appears on the text/messages. Therefore, the rule-based/pattern-based technique is used to identify the relations.

Relationship discovery step is very important in linking the identified terms together and building the domain. There are many techniques which could be used to discover the connections between the concepts discussed during collaborative e-learning activities using SM applications. These connections can be discovered from the text using some statistic and linguistic analysis. This is referring to identifying or extracting the linguistic relationships between terms/concepts. Such extraction depends mainly on verbs appears on the text/messages. Therefore, the rule-based/pattern-based technique is used to identify the relations.

As mentioned before there are three relations need to be discovered which are HasPart, IsRequiredBy, and HasResource for the predefined ontology building. In our approach, we are using a rule-based concept relation extraction/discovery which will be discussed in the following section.

- Rule-based concept relation discovery

  Rule-based information extraction uses specific rules that describe patterns to be matched. Discovering the relationship between concepts is performed using the rule-based technique to extract a triple pattern. The triple is linking between two concepts/terms in the form of nouns and a relation in the form of a verb <noun, verb, noun>. For example, referring to our domain ontology, the target will be two triples which are; <main concept (LA), relation, term of concept> and <term of concept,
relation, term of concept>. If such triples found, then it is an indication of an existing pattern. The nouns in the triple represent the identified terms and the verb represent the type of relationship between them. The rules are formulated as follow:

**Definition 1.** The associations or relations between the main concept (LA) and term of concept (TC) is identified by HasPart relation. The concepts LA and TC are said to be associated with each other if the type of relation HasPart is expressed as ART.User/Owner relation in ACE2004 evaluation. This relation also represented as "own", "have", "hold" names in verbnet1 (own-100.1) with "has-possession" as one of the values.

For example, in the message "The model has six processing activities, requirements, analysis, design, implementation, testing & maintenance" (See figure 3)

- Has expresses an ART.User/Owner relation in the ACE evaluation
- The linked entities/terms are e.g (model & activities), (model & requirements) .... etc.

![Fig. 3. An Example of Relation (HasPart) to be Discovered in a Chat Text.](http://www.i-jet.org)

**Definition 2.** The associations or relations between TCs (TCi and TCi+1) is identified by IsRequiredBy. The concepts TCs are said to be associated with each other if the type of relation (IsRequiredBy) is expressed as GPE-AFF. Based-In relation in the ACE2004 evaluation.

For example, in the message "We should start with requirements, coz design is to allocate requirements" (See figure 4)

- Allocate express a GPE-AFF. Based-In relation
- The linked entities/terms are design & requirements

---

1. [https://verbs.colorado.edu/verbnet/](https://verbs.colorado.edu/verbnet/)
**Definition 3.** The associations or relations between Term of Concept (TC) and Learning Object (LO) is defined by HasResources relation. The LO explains the TC/s if the metadata (Context....) of the LO covering the TC.

To differentiate between the relations, Table 1 describes the relations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relation Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| HasPart             | Part of relation                                                            | \[\text{PartOf} (\text{LA}, \text{TC}) \rightarrow \text{TC}_i \]
|                     | \(= \{ \text{tc}_4, \text{tc}_5, \ldots, \text{tc}_8 \} \text{ and } \text{TC}_i \subseteq \text{LA}\) | \(<\text{main concept (LA), relation, term of concept}>\>
|                     | \{Token.string =="has"\}                                                   |                                                                        |
| IsRequiredBy        | An order relation, a prerequisite relation                                 | \[\text{IsRequiredBy} (\text{TC}, \text{LO}) \rightarrow \text{C} \]
|                     | \(= \{ \text{tc}_4, \text{tc}_5, \ldots, \text{tc}_8 \} \text{ and } \text{L} = l(i,j) \)
|                     | \(\rightarrow \text{tc}_j \text{ is prerequisite for } \text{ci}, \text{ where } (\text{tc}_i, \text{tc}_j) \)
|                     | \(\in \text{TC}\)                                                          | \(<\text{term of concept, relation, term of concept}>\>
|                     | \{Token.string =="allocate"\}                                               |                                                                        |
| HasResources        | Explain relation                                                            | \[\text{HasResources} (\text{LO}, \text{TC}) \rightarrow \text{LO Explains TC}\] | \(<\text{term of concept, LO}>\>
|                     | \{Metadata value=="matched"\}                                               |                                                                        |

### 4.4 Collaborative filtering

After the structuring of the domain ontology based on the concepts and relations extractions, the collaborative filtering task will take place. This task is targeting the identification of two learners’ characteristics which are the learning style and knowledge level. These characteristics will be used as parameters to provide a personalized learning package.

- **Learning Style Identification**

The learning style identification is carried out by using an ontology-based Dynamic Bayesian Network (DBN) model to represent the relationship between the learning style and preferable learning object. The model also obtains the learner’s opinion more than one time by using a time slice to make the indication of learning styles more accurate. Learners’ opinion and expressed emotions have an effect on their performance and the learning process in general [34]. As discussed in [1], the Felder–Silverman’s Model [35], is used for modeling the learning style by classifying them into four dimensions: processing (Active/Reflective), perception (Sensory/Intuitive), input (Image/Verbal), and understanding (Sequential/Global). To determine the learning style of any learner, there is a need to extract information related to the learner’s preferable format of learning objects as they have a direct relationship with the learning style identification. Based on the preferable learning objects, the learning style can
be identified. For example, if the learner likes to view audio and video media, then
this is an indication that he/she belongs to verbal learning style.

The grouping of learners is by considering the social dimension and interaction
categories [36] [37]. Based on this dimension, the learners will be categorized into
two groups (participatory, collaborative, and independent). These groups are
reflecting the learning style which are identified based on the characteristics of each
group. The grouping dimensions of the learners according to the identified learning
style are defined as follow:

- Participatory: {Visual, Sensory}
- Collaborative: {Active, Global}
- Independent: {Verbal, Intuitive, Reflective, Sequential}

The following table (Table 2) elucidates the preferable learning objects in each
group.

Table 2. The Preferable Learning Object/s Based on The Learning Style Belong to the Learner Social Grouping.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learner Social Grouping</th>
<th>Preferable Learning Object Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participatory</td>
<td>Image, Video, Animation, Hypertext, Chat Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative</td>
<td>Chat Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent</td>
<td>Audio, Video, Text, Hypertext</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Knowledge level estimation

The Knowledge Level modeling imitates the structure of the domain model. The
overlay modeling approach is used for modeling student knowledge based on a do-
main model which is constructed as Domain knowledge ontology. For each domain
concept, an overlay model stores estimated the level of knowledge. Overlay Model-
ing: describe user characteristics, e.g. “knowledge of a user” with respect to “ideal”
characteristics.

To estimate the knowledge level of each learner based on the predefined domain
ontology, the chat messages participated by the learners will be utilized. For example,
the learner’s contribution like the number of comments shared and/or the number of
questions/answered participated are used for the measurement of knowledge level
parameter.

In this study, the authors adopt the concept of measurement suggested by [38] to
define the content richness score. The idea is to find how rich or strong the contribu-
tion in relation to the concept under discussion.

\[
KL_S = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} mci}{n \cdot \max (mci)}
\]

- s represents the student, mci represents the value/weight of the content in the mes-
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Table 3. The Weighting of the Message Content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>Not related</td>
<td>No words related to the concept found in the message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Related</td>
<td>1 to 2 words related to the concept found in the message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Very related</td>
<td>More than 2 words related to the concept found in the message</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- \( n \) is the total number of messages on a particular topic shared by \( s \),
- \( \max(mc) \) it is representing the maximum possible value of message content quality.
- KL score can range from 0 to 1.
  - 0 indicating a low level of knowledge since no contribution by that learner/student on the specific topic.
  - 1 means a high level of knowledge and excellent engagement by that learner.

There are three levels of knowledge to be identified based on the measurement results as shown in the following table (Table 4).

Table 4. The Levels of Knowledge Based on the Measurement Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge level measurement result</th>
<th>Knowledge level</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00-0.33</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.34 -0.66</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.67-1.00</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The estimated knowledge level and identified learning style will be used to provide a personalized learning package. The package consists of the learning object/s for the term of concept required to learn based on the learning style.

4.5 Personalization Package

The personalization package is performed based on the Knowledge level and the grouping dimensions. The grouping is categorized according to identified learning style and their preferable learning object format.

According to the identified domain model (see Figure 5b), the learner should be aware of the term of concepts belong to the learning activity (waterfall model). Measuring the knowledge level of each learner will help to identify the next term of concept to be aware of. For example, if the identified knowledge level of a learner in a particular term of concept is poor and it is a prerequisite for the next concept, then the learner should be provided with learning object/s related to the current term of concept. However, if the identified level is medium or high, then the learning object/s should belong to the next term of concept in the domain model. Identifying the appropriate learning object/s is according to the learner’s grouping of the learning style. For example, learners who belong to the participatory group are either Visual or Sensory learning styles. Thus, this group prefers learning objects in the formats of image, video, animation, hypertext and chat application. Therefore, the personalized learning package will be consisting of a learning object in one or more of these formats. The algorithm to perform the personalization is shown in Figure 5.
Experiments and Discussion

For evaluating the proposed mining model, an experiment conducted for 24 learners registered in the department of information technology at Ibri College of Technology, Oman. The students are studying introduction to software engineering course at diploma level. The controlled experiment was designed previously by the course teacher based on a collaboration scenario for learning activity. The learning activity is related to one of the system development lifecycle (SDL) models which is “the waterfall model”. The main concept (waterfall model) has five terms of concept (Requirements, Design, Implementation, Verification, maintenance). The detailed collaboration scenario and the carried analysis using the model are given below.

5.1 Collaboration scenario

To perform the collaborative learning task, the PerLCol collaborative learning tool has been used. The collaboration tool enriched with similar features of the social media platforms. As illustrated in Figure 6, the tool has four main annotation types to facilitate collaboration between learners. They are described below:

- **Comment**, textual remarks or note related to a content or the topic under discussion. The textual remarks can also be an expressed opinion related to the content.
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• **rating** (like/dislike), an opinion expressed related to content. This rating involves two opinions either like or dislike the shared/selected content.
• **question/answer**, a question raised by a learner or an answer given by another learner/s.
• **share external resources**, external resources related to a concept.

![PerLCol Collaborative Learning Tool](image)

**Fig. 6.** PerLCol Collaborative Learning Tool

The tool allowed learners to be grouped based on the allocated learning activity. The discussion will be opened for learners until the deadline decided by the educator as a duration for performing the learning activity. During discussion and collaboration, learners will be provided with learning contents uploaded by the educator. Besides, they can also share external learning content/resources. The main features available for learners apart from the sharing of resources are: commenting on discussed concept/topic, expressing their opinion on learning resources (textual remarks or rating icon). In addition, the feature of asking or answering a question is provided separately to form or structure the process of asking or answering a particular question. The present of educator throughout the process of collaboration is supported by the tool. This way the educator can play the role as a facilitator to guide learners and monitor the collaboration process.

The available annotations are considered as sources of information to understand the characteristics of learners as well as building the domain model under discussion. To do so, these annotations should be collected and gone through some text mining techniques. Among the available annotations, comment and question/answer need to be preprocessed for further analysis and extract useful information related to the domain model under discussion and preferences of learners involved in the discussion. Besides, information related to the level of knowledge of each learner can also be extracted from these annotations. Sample chat log displaying shared comments during the discussion related to waterfall topic (learning activity) is shown in Figure 7.
This collaboration tool with the similar features of social media applications facilitates the discussions and provides a better and controlled way to manage the collaboration process. The generated chat conversations using this tool is the main source to build the domain model as well as understanding the characteristics of the participated learners. The targeted characteristics are the learning style and knowledge level. Said characteristics are the parameters to provide personalized learning package for the learners. To extract the required information from the chat conversations, the proposed mining model is used as discussed below.

### 5.2 Data collection and analysis

**Data collection and pre-processing:** The chat conversation has been collected after the discussion period completed. The total number of annotations generated by users was 278. They have been categorized into three groups according to the annotation type. These groups are:

- **Explanation comments,** this includes discussion about the concept.
- **Opinionated comments,** this includes messages expressing opinions either positive or negative like nice, good, bad...etc.
- **Question & Answer annotations,** this includes messages contains questions and answers for these questions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comment ID</th>
<th>User ID</th>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>81</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>This model works well for smaller projects where requirements are very well understood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>84</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Need more information about waterfall model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>85</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>The model has five phases where various activities, requirements, design, implementation, verification &amp; maintenance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>We should start with requirement, because design is a subset of requirement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>I don’t think about design architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>It is difficult to know the concept in design phase of waterfall model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>89</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>I don’t think about design architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>I don’t like the normal way of teaching today either</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>91</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Great you are distinguished in offering and presenting ideas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>92</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Need more explanation in design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Some people actually work with the data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>94</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Requirement is important information about the project that will help you to do the project well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Design is very simple to understand and easy to understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>96</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>nice, good, bad...etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>97</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>The requirements tell me about the target. They are the most powerful database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Nice design use preservation language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Need to collect information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>The requirement is a description of the needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>The requirement is a list of constraints that define the system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>102</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Don’t lie because more information and difficult work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>103</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>It is important to understand first. It shows the general model of design process (design review)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>The user needs the plan to organize and order. Who is the project?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>The tool helps in solving the problems that are not easy to understand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>106</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>nice, good, bad...etc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Verification can check it everywhere</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>108</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>This requirement is a base to collect the information for your project. The interface is one piece to collect requirement. Next step, please</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>109</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>It is easy and good because get more information about the topic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>In maintenance is on the change to model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>111</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Design language because it is the requirement before they design</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 7. A Chat Log for the Shared Comments Annotation.](http://www.i-jet.org)
The obtained data for the study (messages) was collected and went through the activities based on the mining model proposed in this paper. The sample collected data categorized into three groups according to the annotation type. These groups are:

- **Explanation comments**, this includes messages like:

  - I think this model works well for smaller projects where requirements are very well understood
  - I need more info abt waterfall model
  - The model has six processing activities, requirements, analysis, design, implementation, testing & maintenance.
  - We should start with req, coz design is to allocate req
  - Let’s start thinking about design architecture

- **Opinionated comments**, this includes messages like:

  - the file is excellent
  - I prefer image
  - great! thx
  - Very nice
  - Hey I can’t get waterfall model
  - Thank u Dr. It will help me to understand the model

- **Question & Answer annotations**, this includes messages like:

  - hi all, can anyone help me to know the concepts in design phase of waterfall model
  - what abt REQ phase?
  - any suggestions on good materials?
  - can we start with the design phase?
  - yea, you can go for SE book by Pressman
  - u can also read this file, it has detailed info

The collected data has been pre-processed and cleaned based on the method discussed previously in section 4.

**Domain ontology building:** After the pre-processed of the collected data, we have been able to construct the domain ontology for the waterfall model from the shared messages using the proposed Rule-based concept relation discovery as discussed in section 4.3. The constructed domain model presented in Figure 8. The model is representing waterfall model concept and its phases as the terms of concepts in the ontology.
Collaborative filtering: The next step is to perform the collaborative filtering task for indicating the learning style and knowledge level for the participated learners. The identification of learning style is linked with the learning object preferences indicated by learners. To extract information related to the learner’s preferences from chat conversation, opinion mining is the best technique to adopt. This technique helps to identify the preference of the learners in terms of the type of learning content rated via like icon or opinion expressed by a particular learner. Sentiment analysis as one technique in this field is used to identify the opinion of a learner in a particular learning object format. All the details can be found in our previous publication [1]. For example, the learner with the user_id #116 from the group of learners participated in this study, gave his opinion on an image learning object as positive (100%) which indicated by pressing the Like icon. Therefore, as the first indication, the learner’s learning style is identified as either visual (75%) or sensing (25%) based on the relationship between learning object format and learning style. For the second entry, the same learner (#116) has a positive opinion (100%) on a hypertext learning object as expressed by (Very nice), which means (50%) sharing with the previous opinion on the image. Consequently, the identification of the learning style updated as visual (100%). The DBN models to represent the relationship between the learning style and preferable learning object obtained using a time slice (t1 & t2) are depicted in Figure 9.
The use of the time slice (t1 & t2) indicates the accurateness of the learning style identification since visual learner prefers both image and hypertext format as oppose to sensing who prefers image and animation. As a result, this learner (#116) should be provided with a personalized learning package consist of LO/s of the types image, hypertext, video, and animation.

The social grouping based on the preferable learning object is depicted in Figure 10. The result as shown in Figure 6.6 indicates that the majority of the students participated in the experiment filled under participatory social group (79%). The remaining students are in an independent social group (21%) while no students fit under collaborative social group. Which indicate that this group of students is not socially active, they can participate if they are giving the opportunity to contribute with their ideas but they can also work individually so comfortably [36].
The selection of the learning objects is depending on the term of concept to be learned. The identification of the terms of concept is according to the measurement of knowledge level obtained and the relations between terms in the domain model. For example, for the activity related to the waterfall concept as shown in Figure 8, the estimated knowledge levels related to the main concept for the participants are graphically represented in Figure 11. This measurement is calculated using the method discussed in section 4 previously (Knowledge level estimation).

The estimated knowledge for every term of concept and overall knowledge of the group on the waterfall model is represented in Figure 12. This representation indicates
the level of knowledge categorization (Low, Medium, High) based on the definition of knowledge level measurement discussed previously in section 4.

**Personalization package:** Based on the estimated knowledge level and identified learning style, the personalized learning package is generated for every student (learner). For example, Learner99 belongs to participatory social grouping. In this group, learners prefer learning objects which are in the forms of image, video, animation, hypertext and chat application. Since Learner99 is having low knowledge level in implementation, the learning package will be provided for him/her in the form of the above-mentioned type/s related to implementation (see Figure 13). This package has been generated using the adaptation algorithm discussed previously in section 4. Using the same method, the personalized learning packages are generated for the other participants.
The overall indication of the experiment is satisfactory. The adoption of the proposed model enables us to reach the identification of learning style and the estimation of knowledge level.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

With the growth of interest in using online collaboration tools for learning activities and discussion, utilizing the generated chat conversations is required for providing personalized e-learning environment. These conversations contain valuable information related to the learner's characteristics and the domain under discussion. Therefore, in order to extract the explicit and implicit valuable information, this paper proposed a mining chat conversation model for information extraction. The paper focused on extracting the semantic relations between the components of a predefined domain ontology. The domain ontology represents the learning activity task with the related term of concepts and learning objects explaining these terms. Using a structured collaboration tool and natural language processing techniques, the collected data has been categorized and analyzed. The analysis of the experiment targeted the structuring of the domain ontology and the identification of two learner's characteristics (knowledge level and learning style). The identified characteristics are the parameters to provide a personalized package consists of specific types of learning objects for a particular term of concept based on the learning style. The proposal has been tested on a small group of learners with acceptable results. However, to promote the proposed model, there is a need to evaluate it using a larger group or more courses in the computer science field. This task is intended to be future work.
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